Strategies for cellular identification in nucleus tractus solitarius slices.
The indistinct regional anatomy and intermixing of second order neurons with projection and interneurons make cellular studies more difficult within the nucleus tractus solitarius (NTS). Here, we outline experimental strategies to join in vitro electrophysiological with neuroanatomical protocols to discriminate specific subpopulations of NTS neurons. Horizontally cutting the brain stem produces slices in which electrical activation of the solitary tract (ST) is free of local interneuron contamination. Such ST excitatory synaptic currents (EPSCs) functionally identify second order NTS neurons by their minimal variation of latency (jitter). Sapphire blades, cold cutting temperatures and a mechanically stable microtome were critical to consistently obtain viable slices that were optimized for infrared and fluorescence microscopy. Anterogradely transported carbocyanine dye implanted on the aortic depressor nerve anatomically identified second order NTS neurons and their ST synaptic performance conformed to the minimal jitter signature of second order neurons. Retrograde tracers and green fluorescent protein labeled neurons afford two additional promising approaches for discriminating NTS neuron phenotypes in broader system contexts. Detailed methods and troubleshooting are described. Coupling tracing techniques with electrophysiology adds important new dimensions to NTS studies and such strategies provide bridging information between cellular mechanisms, neuroanatomy and systems integration.